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3D-NLS tester

System Highlights
一、3D-NLS system key points ：

二、Second, in the detection list，shows detection organ records, detection

time and icon, the icon represents the following meaning:：

○ Means the organ generally good; ； ○ means the organs slightly

dysfunction； ○the organ beneath subordinated parts.

3、Comparative analysis of the meaning of the four numeric in the list.

On the list：

Said the cell on this part is
onset period.

Said the cell on this part is at the
best condition.
(Standard state)
Said the parts of cells is now in a
normal state.
(Restricted state)
(標準狀態)

Said the parts of the cell is in
nutrition largest consumption period

The parts of the cell is in the
period that nutrition should be
supplemented.
Said the parts of the cell is in a
dysfunctional period
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1、The meaning of red dot：（shown by yellow arrow）

It represents the disease in the state have occurred in the process of life and also

left hidden. If it is in the first or the first few indicates the state is in progress.

For example, Chronic erosive gastritis and Duodenal dyskinesia which shown on the

form.

If the red dot positions are arranged in the down of the form and the NO. is large.

It means the disease happened before.

2、arranged in the back of this row “2”（shown by black arrow），total is divided

Into （0、1、2、3、4、5、6、7、8、9、∞）。It indicates the time of the disease

happening.

The first level（0—3）：Time is short or have occurred in the recent.

The second level（4—6）：Time is in the past six months or time of occurrence

for too long.

The third level（7—9）：Time is one year or more than one year.

The fourth level（∞）：Has happened for a long time or long-term.

3、in the third row （shown by red arrow）displays thermodynamic analysis results.

thermodynamic analysis is divided into seven stages.（1、2、3、4、5、6、7）.

Thermodynamic analysis of the relationship between the human brain,

consciousness and physiological phenomena physical analysis

（that is Varying degrees of damage from the disease in the body of the six systems

O ：Skeleton（Skeletal System）、 M：Muscle（Muscular system）、 L：Lymph（Lymphatic

system）、A ：Artery (Arterial system)、 V ：Vein（Venous system）、N ：Nerve (Nervous

system) ，One by one to analyze and calculate the disease in the human brain, the

left mark，Such as the average value All we can get a comprehensive analysis of the

integrated value of their symptoms within six systems），

If the higher the value, the physiological illnesses phenomenon more retained

in the brain consciousness, the greater their physiological responses and human

feeling is more obvious.
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The first stage ：（1-3）By thermodynamic analysis ,the disease in the body

external response is not obvious.

The second stage：（4-5）By analyzing thermodynamic analysis ,the disease in the

body external reaction occasionally respond to external causes induction will

reflect.

The third stage：（6-7）By analyzing thermodynamic analysis, the disease reaction

is more obvious or often happens outside the body.

4、the meaning of number ：

1,A/it means the disease severity.

2,B/it also means the time of disease happening between this time and the next

time.

（The greater the value the farther away from that is the lower the chance that）.

Generally speaking 0.425 is basic parameters of disease occurring。

Such as the number is less than 0.425 showing the disease is occurring.

For example,By thermodynamic analysis in the 6-7 grade and the number is less

than 0.425 ,the disease is currently taking place.

二、Data interpretation and analysis

Detection function option：

01 organ ----analysis of the source of the problem（Light gray font）

02 Tissue cells---Biochemical dynamic equilibrium analysis（Red sauce fonts）

03 Pathological analysis（green fonts）

04 Classification of Diseases Analysis（purple font）

05 Damage and activity analysis of the Microorganisms and parasites（blue font）

3D-NLS ：

After finish checking you can get accurate health test results according

to the following five aspects:

Step one：the morphological analysis of the test cell（that is to check

the status of the six symbols）

Step two：check whether the disease is left in life traces。（that is the

illness with a red dot）

Step three：check the numerical size。（that is white value which is on

the black part）

Step four ： first pls analyze the disease level according to the

Thermodynamic analysis. Then know the reaction or feeling of the disease
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on the body from commucating with the examinee (remark：Thermodynamic

analysis is necessary before commucating with the examinee.)

Step five：check the time of disease（that is 0—∞）。

Preliminary detection project of the 3D—NLS nonlinear health

testing analysis

Digestive detection：

Detection Part：

The judgment of test items：

Stomach： discuss the illness which has perceive symptoms

through communicating with the customers who is with gastric

ulcer, gastric inflammation, gastritis.

Liver and gall:Chronic cholecystitis, cholecystitis,

gallbladder functional status, liver function.
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Pancreas：Pancreatic function as the main narrative points.

For example, Whether there is a likelihood of diabetes?

How is the pancreatic enzyme secretion state ?

Intestinal：Stool is normal? Or what about the shape?

二、Respiratory system detection：

Detection Part：

The judgment of test items：

On the detection judgment in making respiratory,We determine

the body's oxygen exchange by knowing the cells

working condition of bronchus or lung organ（That is, the six

symbols representation.）
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But we still have to pay attention to the condition of the blood.

（Judge whether the human the small cycles cardiopulmonary

circulation or not）Through the information to determine the

customer usually physiological reaction （ such as Whether

fatigue, exhaustion, colds and other body not getting enough

oxygen.）

三、Cardiovascular system

The judgment of test items：

Over the age of people over the age of 35 should be more

concerned about the human cardiovascular system to prevent the
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occurrence of such diseases. Over the age of people over the

age of 35 should be more concerned about the human

cardiovascular system to prevent the occurrence of such

diseases.

We have to know whether the customer usually owns the

phenomenon of paroxysmal tachycardia in determining the

cardiovascular system.

Explain the customer the physical manifestations of the

disease.

Whether there is angina, high blood pressure, low blood

pressure, irregular heart beats.

Association with lung function to judge.

Carotid artery through the right and left sides of the symbol

judged whether the sleeping position of the customer on the

carotid artery.

Attention: can not copy compeletely!

Through the left and right sides of the symbol contrast, we can

observe the customer's usual sleeping position or other

incorrect sleeping position.
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四、Genitourinary system：

The judgment of test items：

In the judgment of the genitourinary system should primarily

female uterine fibroids, cervicitis, cervical erosion as a

judge the direction of health.

The male prostate problem as a judge and healthy direction.

Female gynecological aspect：Should be more exchanges with the

customer physiological aspects of the status quo in order to
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better determine the health status of the customer of the

genitourinary system. （ for example, Female menstruation,

vaginal discharge...）。

Men should know more about the circumstances of the prostate

（such as Whether urinary frequency, urgency, a sense of

whether there is a chase or perineum.）

五、Blood and lymphatic system

The judgment of test items：

1、By observing customers around both sides of the breast and

head and neck lymphatic organs information symbols ,we can know

the customer's sleeping position, breast lymphatic channels
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patency.At the same time more specifically observed in the

pressure points of the lymphatic system, surface.

2、By the state of the blood cell analysis and the health status

of the pulmonary system, as well as the spleen and pancreas

system state we should explain the customer the root of the

blood system problem.

六、Nervous system

The judgment of test items :

1,According to the long-term clinical studies have shown that

the field of international health experts and scholars, human

health, the real culprit is from autologous nerve pressure.so

We detected by the nervous system to fully identify the extent
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of of customer health mental stress damage their body.

2,By detecting such (low values   of vascular neurosis,

thermodynamic analysis for level 6-7 system than the previous

3-4) we can be sure that the customer's health problems from

the stress.

3, At the same time we need to concern be detected whether at

the same time (such as potential obsessive-compulsive

disorder)


